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Summary In this study, we assessed the genetic diversity of three Egyptian local chicken strains

(Fayoumi, Dandarawi and Sinai) and six synthetic breeds derived from Fayoumi and Sinai

by intercrossing with Barren Plymouth Rock, Rhode Island Red or White Cornish. Diversity

measures were based on interrogation of 29 microsatellites. We identified three main

clusters of chicken populations encompassing selected Fayoumi lines and Doki-4 (cluster-1),

native Dandarawi (cluster-2) and Sinai, and all six synthetic breeds (cluster-3). Dandarawi

and Fayoumi lines exhibited lower intra-population genetic diversity and allelic privacy

than Sinai and synthetic breeds. The global inbreeding (FIT) was 0.11, among-population

differentiation (FST) was 0.07, and within-population differentiation (FIS) was 0.04. The

between-population marker-estimated kinship was lower than within-population estimates.

The cluster analysis classified the Fayoumi lines, Dandarawi and Gimmizah as clearly

separated populations. The other strains were configured in mosaic admixed groups.
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Egypt possesses versatile varieties of chickens including

several local types. Two of them, Fayoumi and Dandarawi,

are native breeds, while Sinai, a mongrel chicken breed with

its origins in the Sinai desert, goes back to crosses of old

local strains and exotic types. In particular, Fayoumi

chickens were used for the development of synthetic breeds

by intercrossing them with high-producing lines from Eur-

ope and the United States in order to increase productivity

and to maintain their ability to adapt to local conditions.

Increasing expansion of the commercial chicken industry

and intermixing of commercial hybrids with local strains in

rural backyards are eroding the genetic uniqueness of na-

tive breeds and their potential to adapt to local conditions

(Hosny 2006).

We aimed to assess the genetic diversity and phylogenetic

relationships of a wide spectrum of Egyptian chicken strains

using 29 microsatellites. The strains studied were the native

Dandarawi and Fayoumi (two selected lines), Sinai mongrel

chicken, and six synthetic breeds including Doki-4, Inshas,

Golden Montazah, Silver Montazah, Gimmizah and Band-

ara. Doki-4 is most often utilized in the creation of synthetic

breeds like Silver and Golden Montazah and Gimmizah

(Table S1; Fig. S1).

We randomly collected blood samples from 251 chickens

from Al-Azzab station-4. The Al-Azzab integrated poultry

project is the largest in Egypt, providing both rural back-

yards and research centres with pure-bred birds since 1983

(Hosny 2006). Flock sizes for each strain are about 5000

birds, with sex ratios of one rooster per ten hens. DNA was

extracted from EDTA-blood using standard methods. We

used the marker set of 29 autosomal microsatellites

(Table S2) and reference samples as given on the AVIANDIV

website (http://aviandiv.tzv.fal.de). Genotyping data were

analysed using software as described in detail in Table S3.

Within- and between-population marker-estimated kin-

ships (MEK) and MEK-based distances were estimated

according to Eding & Meuwissen (2001) and Mateus et al.

(2004).

The total number of observed alleles at all loci was 213

across populations, with an average of 7.3. The mean

effective number of alleles was 3. The mean polymorphism

information content was 0.61 (Table S4). There were

35 distinct unique alleles (16.4%), which were mainly

observed in the synthetic breeds, especially in the Gimmizah

(Table S5).

The intra-population diversity of the studied Egyptian

strains inferred from mean expected-heterozygosity (HE) was
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0.60; mean allelic number (MNA) was 4.92; heterozygote-

deficit (FIS) was 0.04 and mean MEK was 0.25. The global

inbreeding-coefficient (FIT) was 0.11, and the overall

among-population differentiation (FST) was 0.07. The

strains could be categorized into a low-diversity class with

Dandarawi, the Fayoumi lines and Doki-4 (TNA: 125–135;

MNA: 4.31–4.66; HE: 0.49–0.56), and a high-diversity

class with Sinai and the other synthetic breeds (TNA: 146–

157; MNA: 5.04–5.41; HE: 0.61–0.67) (Table S5).

The Fayoumi GG line revealed the lowest HE (0.49) and

MNA (4.31), complete allelic fixation of the MCW14 locus

and the greatest within-population MEK (0.431). Even if FIS

(0.036) was moderate, the Fayoumi GG line deviated highly

from genetic equilibrium. Inshas and Golden Montazah

demonstrated the highest HE (0.67) and MNA (5.38–5.41),

moderate FIS (0.027–0.030), as well the lowest intra-pop-

ulation MEK (0.147–0.087). The Fayoumi PP line,

Dandarawi and Gimmizah exhibited the highest degree of

inbreeding (FIS = 0.07). Sinai and Doki-4 had the lowest

inbreeding estimates (FIS = 0.04–0.02) (Table S5).

Between-population differentiation inferred using AMOVA

was 7% of the total genetic variance including synthetic

breeds and 8% without synthetic breeds. The mean Nei�s

genetic distance (Nei-GD) was 0.15, and the mean

Reynolds� genetic distance (Rey-GD) was 0.09 among

populations. Moderate Nei-GD distinguished Dandarawi

from the Fayoumi lines as well as the wide distances that

separated them from the other breeds, except for Doki-4.

Doki-4 had Fayoumi sires as ancestors, thus explaining its

low genetic distances from the Fayoumi lines. Similarly, the

low genetic distance among Inshas and Sinai is caused by

the existence of common Sinai sires as ancestors. Regarding

genetic-drift differences, high Rey-GD and FST values were

detected between Dandarawi and the Fayoumi lines. In

agreement with these distance measures, the Fayoumi lines

showed distant genetic relationships with all the other

breeds except for Doki-4, which exhibited the closest rela-

tionships with the Fayoumi lines (Tables S6 and S7).

The between-population MEK values (mean = 0.18) were

lower than within-population estimates. The highest

between-population MEK was between the Fayoumi GG line

and Doki-4, while Gimmizah and Golden Montazah had a

between-population MEK of zero. The Fayoumi GG line had

higher MEK values with all breeds than the Fayoumi PP line

(Table S7). The phylogenetic relationships based on Nei-GD

and MEK-based distances are in good agreement (Fig. 1).

Figure 1 (a) Neighbour-Net network;

(b) Neighbour-Joining cladogram derived from

Nei�s genetic distance matrix. The numbers

within the nodes are bootstrapping values

from 1000 replicates across the set of loci; and

(c) Neighbour-Joining cladogram derived from

a marker estimated kinship (MEK) based

distance matrix.
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The Fayoumi lines and Doki-4 showed close phylogenetic

relationships in the neighbour-joining cladograms and the

neighbour-net network. Gimmizah exhibited the highest

distance from all other strains for Nei-GD and MEK-based

distances. The neighbour-net network displayed two main

clusters, with the Fayoumi lines and Doki-4 in one cluster

and all other strains in a further cluster. The Dandarawi

was located between these two clusters.

The best solution for STRUCTURE (Pritchard et al. 2000)

from 2 £ K £ 10 was achieved at K = 5. At K = 2, the

Fayoumi lines, Dandarawi and Doki-4 were separated from

Sinai and the other synthetic breeds. At K = 4, Gimmizah,

harbouring the highest allelic privacy, was distinguished as

a separate population. At K = 5, Dandarawi was distin-

guished from the Fayoumi cluster, with mean membership

coefficient of 0.81. Doki-4 still clustered with the Fayoumi

lines. Notably, the Fayoumi lines clustered as one popula-

tion until a K-value of 10 was reached. The other breeds

showed genetic admixture (Fig. S2).

According to Maudet et al. (2002), the microsatellites

used delivered reliable information through their high fre-

quencies of common alleles and high polymorphism across

populations. The loci MCW103, MCW222 and MCW14

showed the highest values for FST and FIT. In agreement

with Berthouly et al. (2008), MCW14 seems to have high

discriminative power in differentiating Fayoumi from other

strains. It is possible that this marker is hitchhiking with a

genomic region associated with a Fayoumi-specific trait.

The observed scant allelic privacy in native types could

foreshadow the eventual melding of their genetic entities

within those of the other crosses. The Egyptian strains

studied exhibited higher intra-population genetic diversity

than European fancy and purebred commercial lines, but

lower diversity than local chicken populations from Viet-

nam, Malawi and Zimbabwe (Granevitze et al. 2007).

The lowest genetic diversity, moderate FIS and highest

MEK that were detected within the Fayoumi GG line may be

a result of intensive selection since 1970, which was em-

ployed based on individual performance for high growth

rate. Five generations of full-sib family selection were ap-

plied to generate the Fayoumi PP line, and then selection

was based on individual performance (El-Hossari 1970).

The high FIS within the Fayoumi PP line, Dandarawi and

Gimmizah may indicate non-random-mating and sub-

structures in these strains. The Fayoumi lines in our study

displayed higher genetic diversity than a purebred Fayoumi

line studied by Granevitze et al. (2007).

Golden Montazah showed the largest intra-population

variation, the lowest intra-population MEK, and moderate

inter-population MEK. This indicates that its large popula-

tion size is experiencing unexpected gene flow, as confirmed

by its mosaic clustering.

The Egyptian strains investigated here showed lower

between-population variation than that estimated between

Finnish chickens (FST = 0.29; Vanhala et al. 1998) and 52

distant chicken populations (Rey-GD = 0.29; Nei-GD =

0.44; Hillel et al. 2003). However, the between-population

variation found here is higher than that previously found

between Zimbabwe chickens (Muchadeyi et al. 2007). The

observed between-population MEK was higher in compari-

son with other similar studies including Zimbabwe, Suda-

nese, Malawi and Hungarian chickens, as well as

commercial lines (Muchadeyi et al. 2007; Bodzsar et al.

2009). This might indicate migrations among Egyptian

chickens at the rural level and also verifies the mosaic

admixture pattern found in the cluster analysis, especially

in the Sinai and most synthetic breeds. The higher between-

population MEK value between Doki-4 and the Fayoumi GG

line compared to the Fayoumi PP line suggests a closer

genetic relationship between the Fayoumi GG line and the

Fayoumi founders of Doki-4.

Although the Fayoumi lines and Dandarawi were

genetically distinct, they exhibited high kinship relation-

ships. This could reflect their ancient common ancestry, as

confirmed by their common clustering up to K = 4. In

addition, gene flow may have occurred among Fayoumi and

Dandarawi because of their geographical origins in Upper

Egypt.

In conclusion, the Fayoumi lines clustered as the

clearest distinct populations, as well as Dandarawi and

Gimmizah, which also demonstrated low admixture with

the other studied populations. The Egyptian chickens

showed a high intra- and between-population genetic

diversity and thus are the subjects of an urgent conser-

vation appeal. Cluster analysis indicates that Fayoumi,

Dandarawi, Gimmizah and Sinai are the highest priorities

for conservation because of their genetic distinctiveness

and national importance.
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